The image segmentation techniques based on multi-level threshold value received lot of attention in recent years. It is because they can be used as a pre-processing step in complex image processing applications. The main problem in identifying the suitable threshold values occurs when classical image segmentation methods are employed. The swarm intelligence (SI) technique is used to improve multi-level threshold image (MTI) segmentation performance. SI technique simulates the social behaviors of swarm ecosystem, such as the behavior exhibited by different birds, animals etc. Based on SI techniques, we developed an alternative MTI segmentation method by using a modified version of the salp swarm algorithm (SSA). The modified algorithm improves the performance of various operators of the moth-flame optimization (MFO) algorithm to address the limitations of traditional SSA algorithm. This results in improved performance of SSA algorithm. In addition, the fuzzy entropy is used as objective function to determine the quality of the solutions. To evaluate the performance of the proposed methodology, we evaluated our techniques on CEC2005 benchmark and Berkeley dataset. Our evaluation results demonstrate that SSAMFO outperforms traditional SSA and MFO algorithms, in terms of PSNR, SSIM and fitness value.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, SI methods received wide attention since they are applied in different areas and applications of Economics, Chemistry, and Medicine [1] . Moreover, the SI approaches are applied in different image processing fields, such as computer vision, face recognition, object identification, etc. Image segmentation can also be used in pre-processing stage of various applications, such as medical diagnosis [2] and satellite image processing [3] . Image segmentation is used to split an image into different classes with similar properties (such as texture, contrast, gray level, brightness, and color) and are based on a predefined criterion.
Recently, there are several approaches have been applied for image segmentation, including edge detection [4] ,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jihwan P. Choi . clustering algorithms [5] , threshold segmentation [6] , and region extraction [7] . Threshold segmentation methods can be categorized in two categories, namely bi-level and multi-level segmentation. The bi-level methods groups image objects into two classes. If the number of classes is more than two, multi-level method is applied. The multi-level method splits an image's pixel into several classes based on the intensity [5] . Several existing studies used the image histogram to obtain the best threshold value by minimizing or maximizing the fitness functions, such as Kapur's entropy and Otsu.
However, the traditional models that have been used to find the optimal threshold value require more computational time. In order to address these limitations, meta-heuristic (MH) approaches have been used. In recent years, different MH algorithms have been applied in the field of image segmentation, such as the firefly optimization algorithm (FA) [8] , harmony search (HS) algorithm [9] , honey VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ bee mating optimization (HBMO) [10] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) [4] , [6] , [11] , artificial bee colony (ABC) [12] , [13] , and cuckoo search (CS) algorithm [14] .
In this paper, we present an alternative image segmentation model based on improving the performance of the salp swarm algorithm (SSA) using the moth flame optimization (MFO) algorithm. The proposed model is called (SSAMFO) and it aims to avoid the limitations in the traditional SSA through using the operators of the MFO as a local search to improve the group of followers. In general, both SSA and MFO are nature-inspired metaheuristic approaches and have been employed previously in various engineering problems and applications. SSA simulates the behavior of salp and it is applied as a global optimization method in [15] and established its performance. SSA was used in different research areas and applications, such as feature selection [16] , [17] , optimization tasks [18] , automobile insurance fraud detection [19] , passive sonar target classification [20] and wireless sensor networks (WSN) [21] . MFO can also be applied in various applications, such as feature selection [22] , cloud computing [23] , electricity consumption forecasting [24] and handwriting recognition [25] . Its main purpose was to solve mathematical problems, such as binary problems [26] , multi-objective problems [27] , and constraint-related issues [28] .
In general, the proposed SSAMFO multilevel threshold image segmentation approach begins by computing the histogram of the given image. Then generate random integer solutions from the interval specified by the minimum and maximum value of the histogram. Each solution contains a set of values to represent the threshold values. To evaluate the quality of these solutions the fuzzy entropy is used as fitness function and the best solution has the largest fitness value. Thereafter, the current set of solutions is divided into leader and follower groups according to the same strategy used in traditional SSA. If the current solution belongs to the leader group, then all operators of SSA are used to update it, otherwise, the operators of the MFO is used. After finishing the updating process for all solutions, the terminal conditions are checked whether they are reached or not, so the previous steps are performed again. The output of the proposed SSAMFO is the optimal solution in this case. According to this strategy, the MFO is used to improve the followers having the largest effect on performance of SSA.
The main objectives of the performed study can be summarized as follows:
1) To propose an alternative image segmentation technique based on a modified salp swarm algorithm (SSA). 2) To improve the performance of the followers group in SSA using the operators of moth-flame optimization (MFO) algorithm. 3) To evaluate the performance of the proposed SSAMFO using fifteen global optimization problems. 4) To evaluate the performance of the SSAMFO using a set of eleven images and compared them with a set of popular image segmentation methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the contributions of related developments. In Section III, we describe the preliminaries of the SSA and MFO, followed by the proposed method in section IV. Section V presents the experiment, evaluation, and comparison results. Finally, Section VI concludes the study.
II. RELATED WORK
The image segmentation is considered as one of the most important step in computer vision and image processing. Therefore, it has been applied in different fields, for example, remote sensing [29] , medical imaging [30] , and historical documents [31] . In general, the image segmentation is defined as the operation of grouping homogeneous pixels of the image in one class. There are many techniques to perform this task [32] - [35] . For example, to classify the non-tumor and tumor images, also, to segment tumor region in CT images, Ramakrishnan and Sankaragomathi [7] first applied the support vector machine (SVM) classifier, then the segmentation was performed by the modified region growing (MRG) with a prediction threshold using grey wolf optimization (GWO).
In [36] , the authors present a survey on recent document image segmentation methods. Since 2008, we witnessed an enormous increase in the research on this particular area.
Furthermore, there are several meta-heuristic approaches for image segmentation which simulate the behavior of swarm, biological, and physical laws. For example, genetic algorithm (GA) [37] , differential evolution (DE) [38] , PSO [12] , ABC [39] , electromagnetism optimization (EM) [40] , and gravitational search algorithm (GSA) [41] .
In [12] , a hybrid differential evolution algorithm is presented. It used to select optimal threshold value for gray-level images by using Otsu function to define the criterion. This method defined a strategy adopted from the CS with DE. The primary idea of this algorithm is to switch between a mutation operator and a reset strategy by using a levy flight on the best individual to optimize the within-class variance introduced by Otsu. The proposed algorithm has better performance than CS, DE, ABC and self-adaptive differential evolution (SADE). Hussein et al. [42] presented an improved bees algorithm (BA) for multilevel image thresholding, namely PLBA. The main function of the proposed algorithm is to obtain optimal values of the threshold by maximizing Kapur's entropy and between class-variance. It has two main search steps: a local search and a global search feature. The local search applies greedy levy local algorithm [43] , which is based on the levy flight operator. Whereas the global search incorporates path levy in the initialization phase that is employed in PLIA. Evaluation results determine that PLBA had better performance than other algorithms.
In [44] , the authors presented a modified firefly algorithm (MFA) which applied for MTI segmentation. The proposed algorithm was applied by minimizing cross-entropy, Kapur entropy, and intra-class variance. They compared MFA with the firefly algorithm (FA), Levy search based FA (LFA), and Brownian search based FA (BFA). The comparison results showed that the performance of MFA is better than FA, LFA, and BFA. An efficient method is presented by [45] to solve the multilevel threshold problem based on GWO. GWO is a nature-inspired algorithm that mimics the hunting and social behavior of the grey wolves that generally rely on their leadership hierarchy and hunting actions. Optimal values of the threshold are selected by using both Otsu's between-class variance and criteria Kapur's entropy. The evaluation results approved that GWO outperforms both bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) and PSO. Also, the GWO computational complexity is reduced due to the fast implementation of GWO.
In [1] , authors applied two MH algorithms for multilevel threshold segmentation, namely MFO and whale optimization algorithm (WOA). The candidate solutions in the proposed algorithms are generated using the image histogram. These solutions are estimated using Otsu's fitness function. The evaluation experiment showed the superiority of MFO which outperforms WOA. Resma and Nair [46] presented an MIT algorithm, namely krill herd optimization (KHO) to solve image segmentation problems. In this method, optimal threshold values of image segmentation were evaluated by maximizing the Otsu and Kapur measures. The authors used various benchmark images to test the performance of KHO algorithm and compared it with several metaheuristics. Evaluation results showed that KHO outperforms several algorithms, such as PSO, MFO, and GA. In [47] , the authors proposed an improved GSA, called GSA-GA (a hybrid algorithm of GSA with GA). The proposed method utilize the mutation operator and the roulette selection of the genetic algorithm which is integrated into the GSA. GSA-GA had been evaluated by using various numbers of thresholds on six test images and compared to the state-of-art methods. The results demonstrate its superiority on entropy and between-class variance criteria. In [48] , authors presented an image segmentation method namely MCET-CSA. The main idea of this method is to integrate the minimum cross-entropy thresholding (MCET) criterion with crow search algorithm (CSA). It was applied to minimize the cross-entropy among classes. According to the evaluation results, MCET-CSA outperformed both harmony search (HS) and DE.
In [49] , authors presented an MIT segmentation method using Otsu as the objective function. They presented a new method called chaotic bat algorithm (CBA). They also compared the proposed method with several state-of-art methods and it showed better performance.
To select the optimal threshold values, Samanta et al. [50] used Cuckoo Search (CS) which applied to reach the best solution. The proposed approach showed a good performance in terms of MSE and PSNR. In [51] , the CS algorithm also was applied in MTI segmentation for color images and showed good performance. Dey et al. [52] presented a social group optimization (SGO) to support Kapur's and Otsu's multi-level thresholding. The proposed approach used for skin melanoma images and showed a good performance. Moreover, in [53] , the SGO monitored Fuzzy-Tsallis entropy and ischemic stroke lesion (ISL) applied to segment magnetic resonance image (MRI) images. The proposed method was compared to several previous methods and showed good performance. FA also shows good performance in different image segmentations [54] , including RGB color images [55] . Raja [56] presented an MIT approach using firefly algorithm. They used Otsu's as the objective function. FA showed good performance compared to other methods. Rajinikanth et al. [57] applied PSO and bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) to address MTI problem. Eight images had been used to test the proposed method in both bi-level and multilevel segmentation. The proposed method achieved good performance in all tests. Also, in [58] , an entropy based MRI segmentation method was proposed using teaching learning based optimization (TLBO) algorithm.
III. METHODOLOGY A. PROBLEM DEFINITION OF MULTI-LEVEL THRESHOLDING
In this section, we discuss the definition of the MTI segmentation problem. Let's assume that I represents a given gray-scale image, so, it consists of K + 1 groups. Therefore, the goal of MTI techniques is to find K threshold values
. . .
where t k is the k-th threshold, I ij is the gray level of the image at the (i, j)-th pixel, and L is the total number of gray levels of the images. The multi-level (ML) threshold problem can be expressed as a maximization problem that can be used to determine the optimal threshold as:
where the objective function is Fit. In this study, we apply Fuzzy entropy function [59] as the objective function. It is one of the most popular techniques used in MTI segmentation problems [60] - [62] . It can be expressed as:
where a 1 , c 1 , . . . . , a k−1 , c k−1 are the fuzzy parameters,
. Moreover, the fuzzy entropy is used as fitness function in several image segmentation methods and applied to different applications, such as brain MRI segmentation [63] , Brain tumor segmentation [64] , color image [65] , and others [66] , [67] .
B. SALP SWARM ALGORITHM (SSA)
SSA is a new nature-inspired optimization algorithm [15] which mimics the behavior of Salpidae's family. SSA is proposed to solve various optimization problems. Like other MH algorithms, it starts by generating a set of solutions with n dimensions. Solutions are divided into two main groups called leader (the salp in the front) and followers (the rest of salps). The n-dimensions determine the salp's position and they define the search space of the problem, where n is the problem variables. The leader position needs to be updated as the following equation:
X 1 j is the leader position in the j-th dimension, F j is the food source in the j-th dimension, UB j and LB j are the upper and lower bounds, respectively. To maintain the search space, the parameters c 2 and c 3 are generated in random manner within the range [0, 1]. Where c 1 is a very important parameter because of its important balancing between exploration and exploitation phases, and it can be calculated as Equation (9):
here, t represents current iteration, where t max represents the max iterations' number. Thereafter, SSA begins updating followers' position as following:
X i j is the i-th follower position in the j-th dimension, where i is greater than 1. Moreover, Algorithm 1 presents the SSA steps.
C. MOTH-FLAME OPTIMIZATION (MFO)
MFO is an MH nature-inspired method presented by [68] . It mimics the behavior of moth for path navigation. MFO starts by setting an initial value of N agents, each one has K decision features that represent of selected features X i,j (j = 1, . . . , K ).
As described in [68] , MFO is represented using the following three parts:
R is the initialization stage, where a set of solutions is randomly generated, also, in this stage, the quality of each solution is calculated. Next, the best solution is determined and stored in flames.
Furthermore, B is the updating stage, in which agents are updated using the operators, and T represents terminal conditions.
In the B stage, the position of agents is improved based on flames solution values, as presented in the following equations:
where b is a constant value that is applied to find the shape of the logarithmic spiral. As defined in [68] , Flames N is decreased as following:
where t is the current iteration and t max is the total number of iterations. The steps of the MFO algorithm are given in Algorithm 2.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
The framework of the SSAMFO approach as an image segmentation method is given in Figure 1 . The proposed SSAMFO is a modified version of SSA using the operators of the MFO algorithm. It has been noticed that the follower's group has the largest effect on the performance of the traditional SSA. Therefore, the modification process is achieved by replacing the operators of the traditional SSA to update the position of followers by the operators of MFO.
The SSAMFO method starts by computing the histogram for the given image I then determine the initial value for N solutions (X ) each of them (i.e., X i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N ) has dimension K as defined in the following equation: X i,j = I min + r 1 × (I max − I min ), j = 1, 2, . . . , K (15) where I min and I max represents the minimum and maximum gray value in the histogram of I , respectively. The next step is Algorithm 1 Salp Swarm Algorithm (SSA) 1: Initialize a population X . 2: while (t < t max ) do 3: Calculate the fitness value for X i .
4:
Determine the best solution (X b ).
5:
Using Eq. (9) to update c 1 .
6:
for i = 1 : N do 7: if i == 1 then to evaluate the quality of those initial solutions by computing the fitness value for each of them using Eq. (2).
The next process is to update the solutions using the operators of the SSAMFO and this starting by determining X b which has the best fitness value Fit b . Then solutions X are divided into two groups leader and followers similar to the traditional SSA. The operators of SSA is used to update Algorithm 2 Moth-Flame Optimization (MFO) 1: Initialize a population X . 2: while (t < t max ) do 3: Compute the fitness value X i .
4:
Sort the moths and find the best (X b ).
5:
Update Flames N using Eq. (14) 6:
for i = 1 : N do 7: Update the position of moth using Eqs. the solutions in the leader group (as in Eqs. (8) and (10)), meanwhile, the operators of MFO will update the solutions in the followers group (as in Eqs. (11) and (14)).
The process of assessing and update the solutions is performed until the stop conditions reached (in this study, the total number of iterations is used).
A. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
The computational complexity of SSAMFO is according to the complexity of the MFO and SSA. So, the complexity of VOLUME 7, 2019 SSAMFO is defined as:
where EF is the number of fitness evaluations and N is the size of the population. α is the number of individuals updated using the operators of the traditional SSA.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, the performance of the proposed SSAMFO is evaluated by applying it to solve a set of global optimization problems from the CEC2005 benchmark. In addition, we determine the multilevel threshold values to segment a set of eleven images.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SERIES 1: GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION
This experimental series aims to test the performance of the SSAMFO as a global optimization method and compare it with the traditional SSA, and MFO algorithm.
1) DEFINITION OF 2005 BENCHMARK FUNCTIONS
In this section, the description of the CEC2005 benchmark problems [69] is discussed. We use fifteen problems which can be classified into two kinds (see Table 1 ) The first kind is unimodal, which has a single extreme point in the domain (F1-F10). Meanwhile, the second kind is multimodal, which has more than one global solution (F15-F19). 
2) PERFORMANCE MEASURES
To evaluate the performance of the proposed SSAMFO approach as a global optimization method a set of measures are used. The metrics include the average (Avg F ), Worst value (Worst F ), Best (Best F ), and Standard deviation (STD F ) of the fitness value. These measures are defined as:
In Eqs. (19)- (20) , the N R and Fit best are the number of runs and the best fitness value, respectively. Table 2 and Figures 2-4 show the comparison results between our SSAMFO method and the traditional SSA, and MFO. From this table, it can be noticed that the SSAMFO outperforms other methods, according to the average fitness value, at most of the tested problems such as F1-F5, F7-F10, and F14-F15. However, the SSA is better than the MFO and SSAMFO at the rest functions. Additionally, it can be observed the high stability of the proposed SSAMFO since its STD value is better than the SSA and MFO nearly is all the tested functions except F6, FF11, and F12, the SSA is the better. The same observation can be noticed from the results of the worst and the best fitness value of each method. Moreover, Figures 2-4 depict the convergence curve for the SSAMFO, SSA, and MFO according to the tested functions.
3) RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It can be seen that the proposed SSAMFO has the ability to convergence toward the global solution faster than the SSA, and MFO among all the functions except at F6, F11, F12, and F13, the SSA has better convergence than the others.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SERIES 2: IMAGE SEGMENTATION
To test the performance of SSAMFO method, a set of experiments is performed using different images [70] .
The results are compared with the well-known MTI segmentation methods.
1) PERFORMANCE MEASURES
In this study, a set of image segmentation performance measures are used to assess the quality of the obtained threshold values. These measures are the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) [71] , [72] , and the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [73] and their definition are given as:
where the root mean-squared error (RMSE) is represented as:
where µ I (σ I ) and µ I S (σ I S ) represent the images' mean intensity (standard deviation) of I and I S ), respectively. The σ I ,I S is the covariance of I and I S . The value of c 1 = 6.5025 and c 2 = 58.52252. Moreover, the fitness value is used to assess the quality of the threshold value and the CPU time(s) for each algorithm is used. The proposed SSAMFO is compared with other six methods including Harris hawks optimization (HHO) [74] , WOA [75] , artificial bee colony (ABC) [76] , PSO [77] , SSA, and MFO. This comparison is performed with the size of the population 20, and the total number of iterations is 100.
2) DATASET DESCRIPTION
We use a set of eleven images to assess the performance of the algorithms as image segmentation methods. These images have different characteristics, as represented by their histograms (see .
3) RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here, the quality of each algorithm is evaluated at several threshold levels (i.e., 2, 3, 4, 16, and 20) . In general, the high level of threshold values such as 16 and 20 are used to assess the quality of the algorithms at a high dimension since this is more suitable in different applications, such as remote sensing, cell images, and other images that contain several objects. Moreover, the performance of the SSAMFO is compared with several methods, including HHO, SSA, WOA, ABC, PSO, and MFO, as shown in Tables 3-5 . Table 3 shows the average of PSNR values overall the total number of runs among each threshold level. From the results given in this table, it can be noticed that the SSAMFO allocates the first rank with the highest PSNR value at 32 cases (boldface value). Followed by the WOA algorithm which provides better results than others. It can be seen that SSA and ABC have the highest value in four cases. In Figure 7 the average of PSNR values overall the tested images is presented. From this figure, it can be seen that the algorithms at threshold level 2 nearly have the same PSNR value since this considered a simple multilevel threshold problem. However, at the threshold level 3 the HHO, SSAMFO, WOA, ABC, and PSO provide better results than the other two methods namely SSA and MFO. For threshold levels especially the higher levels ( 16 and 20) the proposed SSAMFO provides better results than the other methods.
According to the SSIM results given in Table 4 , it can be noticed that the SSAMFO outperforms other approaches since it has the best SSIM at 25 cases from 55 cases which represent about 45%. Whereas, the ABC achieves the second rank with seven cases followed by WOA, and PSO, which achieve the third and fourth rank, respectively. The rest set of algorithms nearly achieve the same number of good results. Moreover, from Figure 8 it can be noticed that the proposed SSAMFO and ABC at the low threshold level 2 nearly have the same SSIM. However, the PSO and SSAMFO at threshold level 3 have the same PSNR. From the threshold level 4 to the threshold level 20 the proposed SSAMFO provides higher SSIM values which indicate the high quality of the segmented images using the obtained threshold from it. Table 5 and Figure 9 illustrate the comparison results between the proposed SSAMFO and the other methods. First, the function values at the levels threshold 2,3 and 4, the algorithms nearly have the same fitness value. However, the proposed SSAMFO has higher fitness value, at the levels threshold 16, and 20, than other methods. Additionally, it is noticed that the MFO has the smallest fitness value overall the tested threshold levels. But the SSA provides higher fitness value at the low threshold values (i.e, 2,3, and 4) and the ABC provides best fitness value at the high threshold levels (i.e., 16, and 20) . Figure 10 depicts the average of the CPU time(s) overall the tested images at each specific threshold level. It can be noticed that the PSO is considered as the fast algorithm, in this study, followed by the proposed SSAMFO that requires small CPU time(s) to reach the maximum number of iterations.
The segmented image and the thresholds values placement on the histogram of the images at threshold level 16 are given in Figure 11 . On the resulting images, it can be seen the quality of the segmented image using the threshold obtained by the proposed SSAMFO method.
4) FRIEDMAN's TEST
For further analysis of the results of the proposed SSAMFO, Friedman test [78] is used. Friedman (FD) test is a non-parametric two-way analysis of variances by ranks, and it is a robust test to compare different algorithms over variant images. In the FD test, the high(low) rank indicates the corresponding method is the best when the measure assumes the largest (smallest) value is preferred. Table 6 shows the value of the mean rank of each method. It can be observed from these results that the proposed SSAMFO has the first rank according to the PSNR, SSIM, and Fitness value. This indicates the high quality of the segmented image results from the threshold values obtained by SSAMFO.
5) ROBUSTNESS OF THE PROPOSED SSAMFO
In this section, we evaluate the robustness of the proposed SSAMFO against the traditional SSA and MFO under different three values from Gaussian noise [79] . In this experiment, two images (i.e., im12, and im13) from Berkeley datasets are used and the same parameter setting used in the previous experiments is used. Table 7 shows the average of the PSNR and SSIM of the algorithms at two threshold values (3 and 16) . From this table, we can observe that SSAMFO has higher quality as compared to the other two methods (i.e., SSA and MFO) in most of the cases. In addition, it can be noticed that with increasing the level of noise the quality of the methods is decreased especially at threshold 3.
From all previously discussed results, it can be seen that the proposed SSAMFO has a high ability to find suitable threshold values to segment the given images. This results from combining the strengths of the MFO with SSA which gives the high ability to SSAMFO to avoid stagnation at the local point. However, the performance of SSAMFO can be improved further by selecting the suitable initial population using chaotic maps or opposite-based learning techniques. Moreover, similar to other multilevel image segmentation, there are some cases where SSAMFO algorithm cannot find suitable threshold values such as in Im5 and this represents the low-quality segmentation.
VI. CONCLUSION
This study presents an alternative image segmentation method using an improved version from the salp swarm algorithm (SSA). The proposed method depends on improving the solutions in the followers' group using the operators of the moth-flame optimization (MFO). Therefore, the developed method is named SSAMFO. To evaluate the performance of the SSAMFO, we perform a series of two different experiments. In the first experiment series, a set of fifteen global optimization problems from the CEC2005 benchmark were used to assess the ability of SSAMFO. In next step, we compare its results with SSA and MFO. The results demonstrate that SSAMFO has a higher ability to find a global solution for the CEC2005 benchmark problems. The second experimental series aims at assessing the SSAMFO as a segmentation method using a set of eleven images. The performance of the proposed SSAMFO was compared with several methods, including HHO, ABC, WOA, PSO, SSA, and MFO. The comparison results verified the high quality of the segmented images in terms of SSIM, PSNR, and Fitness value.
From the high-quality results achieved through the proposed SSAMFO technique, it can be applied in the future to several image segmentation applications problems for example, used the SSAMFO to threshold the RGB class images. Since, the RGB class thresholding is quite complex than gray (in RGB, every process is to be separately repeated for R, G, B channels).
Moreover, it can be applied to other fields, such as feature selection, cloud computing, and data clustering.
